Project Telescopic Sliding
Borrow light from any room with this easy to install
frameless glass door system

Features




Applications

1 2

Glass Partition or Wall



Sliding Glass Door



Pocket Door System



Available with fixed side panel

60kg
Inlay system
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Door weight



Comfort stop - An innovative damping
system slows both doors down gently
and silently
Auto close - After doors have been
slowed down the Auto Close self
closing function safely guides both
doors into position
Easy Install - Outstanding mounting
simplicity

1

<1300mm

70mm

year

max

Number doors





Synchro Move - enables the movement
of both doors at the same time with
just one hand

8-10mm
Door width

Door thickness

10mm
Door/frame gap

Warranty

Door track gap

Technical Specification

1

Thanks to the newly
developed Project
Telescopic system,
lack of space next to
the doorway is no
longer a reason for

of the wall before
which the sliding
door opens, due to
two sliding doors
which are parallel
guided in a double
track construction. In
renouncing elegant
spite of telescopic
and comfortable
technology,
all-glass sliding doors.
synchronous door
The system makes
follower function, and
sure that the sliding
damping and
doors become very
self-closing
small when open.
mechanisms on both
The passage width
sides.
can be twice the size

2 The system needs a
profile height of only
80mm and can also
incorporate a fixed
glass panel.
Available with track
length of up to
5196mm a 2 sided
system can also be
fitted either side of an
opening

3 Glass choices include
clear, obscure, tinted
in grey, bronze or
green. Also available
with a choice of over
28 unique etched
glass designs, these
can be supplied also
as clear, obscure or
privacy option.
This system is also
available with edge
LED lighting to give a
real bespoke feel and
wow factor.
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Clear

Low iron
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Obscure
sandbasted



Cambridge

Tint



CB1 7S

Project design
(28 designs)



T: 01223 211041

Single Sided Applicaiton - 2 doors will slide back to 1 side

Double Sided Applicaiton - 2 doors will slide back to both sides

Fixed Sidelite Applicaiton - 2 doors will slide back over fixed glass panel
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Cambridge



CB1 7S
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Track fixed to wall or to ceiling, fixed to ceiling with sidelight
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Cambridge



CB1 7S
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